SHAWNE

THOMAS

ERIN

ALISTAIR

•

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

2008 MRCA Hall of Fame inductee
19 time MRCA finals qualifier steer wrestling and calf roping

Highlight of the year – Madonna winning her 1st rodeo .
Enjoyed spending the summer campaigning Hagans French
Fling aka Smudgie & Shorty
14 time MRCA Finalist on 4 different horses (Digger, Bronze,
Kruz and Gracie)
4 times MRCA Finals Champion and 5 time Finals Runner up
4 Time CCA finalist on 2 different horses (Kruz and Gracie)
2 time MRCA “Cowgirl of the Year”
2013 MRCA Yearend Barrel Racing Champion & MRCA Horse
of the Year “Gracie”
PRCA and CPRA money earner

HARLEY MAE
•

•
•

She started her Junior High School rodeo
career. She has decided to use Rainie in the
barrels and Poles and Ringo for the goat
tying.
2018 Six Shooter High Point Champion and
Junior barrel racing Champion. She won
her first ever buckle!
We even got her convinced to take her first
ever Teaming roping Clinic at the Browns
and I think we may have got her hooked.

SLADE
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

2006 CCA Year End High Point Champion
2006 CCA Year End Steer Wrestling Champion
2006 MRCA Year End High Point Champion
2007 MRCA Steer Wrestling Champion

2018, 2014, 2009 #12 Manitoba team roping finals champion
header
2017 Casey Brown Memorial roping champion header
Headed for MRCA finals for 21st straight year steer
wrestling
Multiple CCA finalist steer wrestling
3 time MRCA “Cowboy of the Year”
Multiple MRCA & CCA Steer wrestling and Hazing horse of
the year

Won the 10 and under dummy
roping at the Casey Brown
Memorial
He entered some more little
buckaroo rodeos this year and even
entered the Calf riding
He has really worked on his roping
this year; Buster and him have even
tried out the heeling side. Got to
heel his first calf in the pasture this
summer.

RORY

Rory’s cowboying career has been taken
to a new level this year. He entered his
first rodeo in the Mutton Busting!!! The
highlight to the whole event was getting
bucked-off and not crying. He was very
proud when he accomplished both of
these! He has taken a great interest in
riding his horse Olly and dragging
his old faithful donkey Suzie around
the yard. We are looking forward to
spending many hours in the saddle with
him checking cows!
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The Hagan family consists of three families united and proud to produce this high quality horse sale.
This family horse sale is a result of the Hagan family living out their dream and doing what they want to do with their lives. It all started
with Shawne; even though he grew up in a non cowboy family and not in cowboy country at all; against the odds he became a true “Cowboy”. He
created a ranch and the complete cowboy lifestyle. This example has lead to his sons and daughter in laws buying, building and making a living with
their own independent ranches, cattle herds and horse programs.
Shawne and Jocelyn are the proud parents of 4; Alistair, Amanda, Thomas and Bronwen and grandparents to 3; Harley Mae, Slade and
Rory. They are both very close with of the all of their children and are especially proud of the fact that although their children may not all have the
same passion’s in life, they are all passionate about what they do and the direction they have taken their individual lives. Both Shawne and Jocelyn
love being grandparents and spend a lot of time with Rory, Harley and Slade. The kids all love going to their Nan Nan & Papa’s house and there isn’t
a day goes by that Papa Shawne doesn’t stop in to see them. Shawne really enjoys spending time in the saddle with his family; you have never seen
anyone as proud as him when he is riding side by side with Harley and Slade moving cows. 3 generations of cowboys all because when he was a boy
he followed his dreams!!!
Shawne and Jocelyn live on the Hagan family farm were Shawne was born and raised. They maintain their current cow herd of 220 and
show no signs of slowing down.
Jocelyn is still working off the farm as a member of the team at the Virden Co-op too much really but she enjoys the people she works with
as well as everyone she meets and greets on a daily basis. Work is fine but Jocelyn is happiest when hosting her 3 grand babies, any or all of her kids
and or her sisters.
Alistair, the oldest of the Hagan siblings and wife Erin have been busy with lots of changes since our last sale! They finally got their new
house! It’s made for a busy summer but it’s all worth it now. It was sad to see the 1976 house trailer leave, it was a wonderful home but after 17 years
it was time for more room. The kids simply refuse to quit growing up; this fall Harley Mae started her first year of junior high rodeo!! She is now in
Grade 6 and she absolutely loved her first 5 rodeos. Harley still rides the infamous “Ringo” all the time ranching, running barrels and he is now her
Goat tying mount but she did move up to (and claim her mother’s horse) “Rainie” this year. Harley and Rainie have become a great team, they have
been entering the Jr barrel racing all summer at the rodeos and even won her very first buckle this fall. Erin and Harley went all summer to the Six
shooter series and at the end of the series Harley was the Jr barrel champion. Harley loves school and spending time with both her school friends and
her rodeo friends. Harley also joined the “competitive” gymnastics team this year and will be getting to travel around to gymnastics competitions all
winter. Most days she can be found on the trampoline or just doing cart wheels, flips and the splits.
Slade man (now in Grade 3) had an awesome winter of hockey; taking us to rinks with ice in them instead of dirt and is looking forward
to playing again this winter. Slade spent a pile of time riding his trusty mount “Buster” and even got to heel his very first calf out in the pasture
this summer. When Slade isn’t riding he is usually asking if someone will take him fishing, hunting gophers or shooting targets; he is a true blue
outdoorsman at heart.
Both kids are very active having all sorts of adventures together on the ranch and love spending time with their cousin Rory. Both Harley
and Slade took the Browns kids roping clinic this summer and Harley really enjoyed getting a chance to take a Rebecca Beebe clinic this year as well.
Slade got a tying dummy and has even been flanking and tying some smaller calves working on becoming a calf roper.
As always we kept our family tradition alive in the old motor home going to rodeos and jackpots with the Browns, Cowan’s & McGee girls
but also managed to get a non rodeo family trip in. We all went to a family wedding in Cranbrook B.C and the kids got to see the mountains for the
first time! We had a great visit with extended family and even went Zip lining.
Another new addition to the family is “Annie” our corgi puppy. The Kids had their own money from selling their pigs last fall so after a
long wait little Annie arrived in February and is now the boss of the ranch. What a great reward for the kids after a yearlong plan comes to fruition.
Alistair and Erin are very proud of the ranch they have built together; it has taken lots of hard work, creative accounting and many different
small businesses to raise a family on the ranch without having “jobs”. Hagan Land & Cattle consists of 4950 acres deeded and is head quartered on the
original Hagan family farm which the family first settled upon arriving from Ireland in 1913. One of those small businesses is real estate and this was
the first summer Alistair and Erin did not have any other houses to fix up or subdivisions to do. They are very proud to own and offer for sale lots in
their very own rural residential multi-lot subdivision “HARLADE ARCES” just east of Virden along number 1 highway.
They also still own and operate Hagan hoof trimming tip table business as well as continuing to manage the Wallace-Kirkella municipal
pasture. (This is a job which not only does Alistair love but is also a great fit for the horse sale.) The couple again ran a custom grazing business as
well this year taking in an additional 200 + steers and 200 pairs. Grazing management proved to be a challenge with drought conditions and drying
up dugouts, with 5 different herds to manage all in different pastures it made for lots of fencing! The hard task of building cross fences to break the
pastures up into 40 acre paddocks to best rotate/rest and manage the soil/grass continues.
They also had a growing year again in the cattle business adding more bred heifers and will move into winter with a herd of 450 British
cows. This year they also bought a beautiful set of heifers to breed on top of their own from the Cowan family and will be offering them for sale in
December. They grassed all of their own calves and run around 60 head of horses. They feel they are on track for their grazing goals and feel the fence
building may start to slow down in the next couple years.
The barrel racing program continues to move forward in a big way. A second money earning own daughter of “Dash Ta Fame” was added
to the broodmare band and Merri had another outstanding breeding year in 2018! Jane Corey has been winning on her Merri baby “Straws” and
Erin is hauling her own Merri baby to futurities. 2018 also marked the first breeding season for the new home raised buckskin stallion “Hagans
Smooth Kruzin”; Mannie is an own son of the legendary A Smooth Guy and out of Erin’s great mare Kruz. It made for a very busy breeding season
with semen going from Quebec to BC. Merri once again got to breed some of the strongest mares in the country with some of the best barrel racers
in Canada getting his foals. They are very excited about the future of their barrel program. There are 13 outstanding “BF Streakin Merridoc” foals
to wean this fall and 13 more coming next spring as well as the first 5 Mannie babies. Erin feels very fortunate to have her Merri babies and looks
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forward to campaigning Mannie in the years to come.
Alistair & Erin enjoyed another great rodeo/jackpot season; Quality family/rodeo time and horse promotion. Erin rodeoed on Madonna
again this year and Alistair entered both the steer wrestling and the team roping with partner Matt Campbell this season.
No matter if it’s a ranch horse, a futurity prospect or a pony, both feel the best way to improve your horsemanship and to make a good horse
is to simply spend time in the saddle riding, paying attention to your horse, having fun and surrounding yourself with good people. They truly do
this as a family and are working hard to instill a love and respect for this way of life with Harley and Slade. Both can’t believe how time flies by; they
love their family, their horses, their land, the ranch life and are looking forward to the future. Both Alistair & Erin are very committed to the rodeo
and ranching lifestyle and understand it is just that a “lifestyle”. One they are lucky to live. The thing Erin and Alistair are most proud of is the fact
that they spend a lot of time together as a family.
Life is busy for Thomas and Felicity with a three year old, but they wouldn’t change it for the world. Over the past few months, Rory has
decided to live and breathe the cowboy lifestyle. He wakes up in the morning in his jeans, western shirt, hat, belt and buckle, puts his boots on
and heads out with his dad to check cows. This has been a very proud moment for them to see their son interested and loving the ranch life as much
as they do!
It was a long cold winter, but they made the most of it. Thomas, Felicity and Rory spent many evenings skating with friends and watching
a hockey game or two. They once again rode at the local indoor riding arena at King’s Crossing and Felicity enjoyed many late nights riding with the
girls, it is questionable how much riding actually took place! Thomas took this years sale horses and roped the heel-0-matic and did some box work
to get them ready for the summer months.
Once again this year Thomas and Felicity bought in about 130 heifers to breed along with their own. They continue to seek out fertility
and push low-input genetics. Thomas and Felicity took on 200 pairs of custom grazers and AI’d some of their cows for the first time. This was a great
experience and is definitely one they will look at doing again. They continue to sell their 6 year old cows every spring and replace them with these
bred heifers.
Last year was their first year in the pig business and they enjoyed it so much that they kept 3 sows and bred them. Suddenly they went from 3 pigs to
32 in a hurry!!!! This was a very exciting time at their ranch as they had piglets running everywhere, whether it was Rory or their dog Hank chasing
them around the yard. Someone once told them, “you can be in the pig business in a hurry,” and they were not wrong!!!
Naturally Manitoba continues to grow. Thomas and Felicity continue to kill roughly 6-8 grassfed beef a year and will be introducing pasture
raised pork this year. Through the local conservation office they planted 3 miles of trees this spring. They ranged from pine trees, to nut trees, to fruit
bushes. As they begin to mature and produce, Thomas and Felicity are hoping to offer these items through Naturally Manitoba as well. They will
continue to plant trees and bushes for this purpose and also help diversity the plant species on their ranch. Bees are a new addition this year. They
had 2 local farmers put hives on the ranch and look forward to the benefits this will create. This year clover was growing strong and one farmer
said he has got the best yields yet!! Honey is something they would like to offer to their customers and feel they can create a great working
relationship with these farmers to do that. But lets not forget about the chickens!!! It began one evening while roping at Cathy and Duncan Campbells
place when Duncan took Rory to the barn and gave him 2 chicks. Thomas’s mobile chicken coop was still in the construction stage, so they quickly
completed it. Two wasn’t enough so Thomas and Rory headed to a neighbours place and purchased 5 more. Fresh eggs have been a treat for them and
they look forward to growing this operation.
This summer was once again filled with fencing, rotating cattle and ropings. Just when they think they have enough cross fences, plans
change and a few more need to go up. Thomas and Felicity are slowly going around all the old barbed wire fences and replacing them with hitensile.
Thomas continues to move the cattle anywhere from daily moves to 4 day moves. They are noticing an increase in grass production where they have
grazed areas for short periods of time and given it the adequate rest period. Thomas continues to enter some of the local team ropings. These are a
wonderful family event that they all enjoy and gives them time to take a break from the hustle of ranch life.
This year Thomas, Felicity and Rory took their first family holiday. Thomas’s cousin got married at the end of July just outside of Cranbrook,
B.C. They convoyed out there with the whole Hagan family and stayed in a relaxing campsite in the mountains with the extended family. They did a
little sight seeing while they were there, but swimming in the blue lakes and hanging out with cousins, aunts and uncles took up the majority of their
time. The family returned home on a Monday and then headed to Winnipeg the following Saturday for Thomas’s aunts birthday party on the other
side. Thomas and Felicity felt extremely lucky to have a family reunion on both sides of the family this year. Felicity’s cousin Roisin, her boyfriend
Jake and sister Lauren came out again this year from Ireland. As many of you know Jake and Roisin have lived in Hamiota for just over 2 years and
were sent home once their work visa’s were expired last year. They came and spent 3 weeks with Thomas and Felicity and they enjoyed every minute
of it. It was that much harder for Rory to say good-bye this year and they all look forward to hopefully having them again next year.
Overall another year has passed by quickly. Thomas and Felicity continue to focus on the genetics and fertility in their cow herd,
diversifying their ranch, continuing to learn, expanding Naturally Manitoba and enjoying every moment with Rory, even though it can be
challenging at times. They look forward to slowing down a little this winter and all of the new challenges next year will bring!
All the horses on offer have been ridden extensively and have taken on the job we feel best fits them. We pride ourselves in “OUR” horses
being what we say they are; if that’s quiet or fast or whether they are ranch horses, started team roping horses or rodeo ready horses. We ride a lot
of horses as a family and cull very hard. We do our best only to sell horses that we feel will truly have a future and have done our best to select the
best horse we can. We invite you to not only watch the video on each horse but to also come try out and ride any or all of the 10 horses on offer this
year. Questions are welcome and there isn’t a question we won’t answer, we pride ourselves on being honest and approachable. Please check out the
testimonies or call us if you see anything that you like and we will do our best to find a horse that fits you as an individual and then stand behind
them after the sale.
Thanks for your interest and if you wish to see a video please go to our Facebook page or check it out at www.haganhorsesale.com
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Absentee Bids (Phone Bidding):
Anyone wishing to bid who cannot be in attendance at the sale may do so by phone bidding. We pride ourselves in our phone bidding
process; please contact us prior to October 27, 2018 at any of the phone numbers listed and we will make sure you can be involved.
Please allow us enough time to properly disuss your needs and each horse we have to offer as well as make the necessary arrangements
to have your name on the list. We have 5 to 6 ladies taking phone bids at a separate table next to the sales ring and you can be right
in on the live action. Erin will make contact with everyone on the phone bidding list the morning of the sale to establish good phone
connections and assign each individual a member of our phone bidding team. Phone bidding is provided as a customer service for
those who cannot attend the sale. All phone purchases will be required to wire funds on Monday morning following the sale. Horses
will not leave the Hagan’s possession until payment has been made.

Terms & Conditions:
Terms of sale are; wire transfer, cash or personal cheque (CAD). Cheques issued with insufficient funds will be prosecuted. Every
animal sells to the highest bidder with the auctioneer settling disputes as to bids. Announced changes in catalogue information on sale
day take precedence over printed material in this catalogue. No delivery is available until settlement is made on all purchases. Horses
remain in the seller’s possession until payment has been verified or cleared by the bank. Buyers will become liable and responsible for
their purchase immediately upon declaration of sale and until delivery is taken. Any person attending the sale does so at his/her own
risk. Owners, sale management, Brandon Keystone Centre, nor any other person connected with this sale assumes any liability, legal or
otherwise.

Guarantee:

To the best of our knowledge, every horse in this sale is free of disease or defect. Known defect(s) will be called at sale time.
• Prior to sale a passed equine veterinary certificate of health for insurance purposes only will be done on all horses in the sale.
• General, visual vet examination for physical soundness by Virden Animal Hospital
• Horses are the buyer’s risk, expense and responsibility from the time of purchase.
• Horses have not been Coggins tested. Costs associated with exporting horses will be at the buyer’s expense
• ALL SALES ABSOLUTELY FINAL.
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ALISTAIR & ERIN

(204) 748-1545
				(204) 851-2916
				(204) 851-6300
				haganranch@hotmail.com
THOMAS & FELICITY
(204) 851-2554
				(204) 851-2311
				(204) 748-1179
				haganvalleyranch@hotmail.com
PERFORMANCE PREVIEW

1:00 p.m			

Westman Place

4:30 p.m			

Kinsmen Arena

SALE TIME

Go to our website to see extensive video on
each sale horse.
B r an don Keyst one Centre
1175 - 18th Street, Brandon, Manitoba
TRANSPORTATION

If you require assistance in this area, please contact
one of the numbers listed. Hagans will haul all horses
required at the prices listed below:
Virden to Calgary - $500
Virden to Regina - $200
Virden to Minot - $200
Virden to Ontario Border - $400
Any additional arrangements or mileage will be at the
buyer’s expense. Hagans can also handle all necessary
U.S. border crossing paperwork at the buyer’s expense.
Catalogue order is not necessarily the sale order. We also ask
prospective buyers who want to ride sale horses, to do so
before Monday, October 22, 2018. Appointments can be booked
with any of the above contacts.
A horse does not greet the sun and say, ‘today will be better.’ It can only
reflect upon days of past experiences. It is our job to create a positive
past. - Karen West

SALE DAY PHONES
(204) 851-2916
(204) 851-2554
SALES STAFF
Auctioneer: Ward Cutler (204) 851-2614
or (701) 595-4733
Announcer: Bill Harding (204) 825-2279
Phone Bids: (204) 851-2916, (204) 851-2311
(204) 851-6300, (204) 851-2554
Farrier: Thomas Hagan
Photographer: Erin Hagan
Vet checks done by Virden Animal Hospital

Dr. Joe King (204) 748-3950

Catalogue: Pittman Print Media (780) 977-2516
For videos of the horses go online to

www.haganhorsesale.com
You don’t break these animals, you come to an
understanding with them. - Phil West
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Lot

1

MARKY MARC

DRIFTERS DOUBLE CHIP
7-year-old bay gelding | 15.1 HH
Ikes Double Drift

SIRE

{ IKES BLACK DRIFTER
Kassie Peake

Jae Major Dun

DAM

{ JAES KANDI KISSESS
RR Dandy Kandi

White Lighting Ike
Dianes Cold Nose
Lindsay Peake
Little Elly Docbar
Major holiday
Flicks Patsy Poco
RR King Dandy
Skips Kandi Lynn

Consigned by Alistair & Erin
Marky Mark and the funky bunch; what no one remembers
the 90’s? This baby dolled headed bay gelding is a true find;
he can go from babysitter mode with his little two beat lope
to serious ranch horse in the same day. Marky Mark truly has
the ability to ride up or down depending on the level of rider on his back that day. We were extremely lucky to get the opportunity to buy
this gelding from our friend Mark Fraser and he was exactly what Mark said he was. Marky Mark has become soft in the bridle, moves off
your leg, picks up his leads, stops and could easily be shown in some small ranch horse classes or fairs. As a ranch horse he is awesome
in the branding pen, very eager to run one down to treat and is as strong as any horse I’ve rode working rope (pulling while he backs).
When Erin and Harley entered me in the “man’s Barrel race” Mark was my mount of choice. He truly has so much to offer for such a
young gelding and he is absolutely gorgeous! Everyone who rides him comments on how cute his ears are. He is a nice ranch horse but I
believe he would also make an outstanding head horse if he went to the arena for the winter or he could go back to the gymkhana arena
as well, barrels, poles, key hole and a simple reining pattern. One horse; many directions to go and a lot of years to do so.

Lot

2

OSCAR

QUIX DRY CHARLIE

8-year-old red dun gelding | 14 HH
Camiseta Badger

Peppy San Badger
Camiseta

MS Dry Quixote

Dry Doc
Hosienta Quixote

SIRE

{ QUIX DRY BADGER
Doc Otoes Dude

DAM

{ FANCY DOCS DUDE
Questions Best

Doc O Dude
Otoes Doolin Dolly
Blue Ridge Tivio
Question Bar

Consigned by Thomas & Felicity
Oscar is a heelers dream and the smallest ranch horse I have
ever owned, but I did not know that until I measured him. This
horse is strong, athletic, broke and has a lot of talent. This is a
one handed ranch horse deluxe. Once again this summer I
did about 90% of my riding by myself, generally a few miles from the house. I have zero ambition to ride a horse in this situation that
isn’t safe, but Oscar certainly made the cut. The ranch is 3200 acres and I have covered every inch on him and Biscuit this year. We ran
three herds this summer and stayed committed to moving them to new grass every 1-4 days. Almost everyday these horses and I have
perimeter fence to check, temporary wire to set up and take down, cattle to treat, mineral tubs to drag to the next paddock and lots
of miles to put on in the process. We cross bridges, ride through bog and dugouts, navigate mole hills and deadfall and see all kinds
of wildlife jump up in any direction around us. Oscar has been an absolute treat to use in this system. He is broke, broke, broke. He is
extremely cowy and loves nothing more than running one down to rope or cutting a few back in a pen. Having some pinkeye problems
in our calves this year, Oscar got the call to sneak loop them or run them down, tie off and allow me to doctor them. He has a beautiful
neck rein and tons of feel, he can spin, stop and lope a great circle. We went to quite a few branding this year and this guy is a Cadillac in
the pen. Oscar is talented and done enough jobs that anyone wanting to take him to the arena would be able to do so pretty quickly. We
roped the heel-o-matic and played around with him in the box some, just enough to know he has tons of potential. With summers being
to busy at the ranch, I wasn’t able to put the time in on the heeling end, but with the talent and experiences this horse has, it will come
together quick! To get a good look at Oscar check out his video as it speaks volumes about how broke he is.
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Lot

3

JOHN

SQ GOLDEN KING

11-year-old palomino gelding | 15 HH
Agile Blackburn

SIRE

{ APACHE GOLD RUSH
Apaches Light Pepper

Tiger Safari

DAM

{ SQ SAFARI KITTEN
Kansas Cat Miss

Mr Blackburn 49
Sporty Digger
Apache Trouble
Peppermint Squaw
King Of The Tigers
Skip Til Mary
Kansas Cat Twist
Vel Reed

Consigned by Shawne & Jocelyn
Dad is happy to be back! It is worth noting that he wouldn’t be
back it if was not for this awesome dapple palomino gelding.
Dad took a year off from the sale in 2017 simply because it
is so hard to find geldings that are safe enough to put in his
program. Dad has been trying to buy John now for 3 years and finally got it done last fall. In Dad’s words “John is easy to hit the stirrup
on, very safe, tough enough to go all day and damn broke.” John was a flag horse on a drill team in his past life that hadn’t been ridden
much in the past few years. He has now become a nice ranch horse; he is cowy, tough, walks out and happy to take the odd moment to
stand still. One of John’s best quality’s is that he will stand still while you mount and for as long as you wish afterwards, not only is he
quiet and easy to hit the stirrup on but he is also stout enough and strong enough on the horn to take a little pull while you get on. While
dad enjoys how quiet John is, he is most proud of the fact that he can keep up with the rest of the boys and loves to get in the game when
running one out to treat. John is quiet, safe and suited for the older generation but also would make any “30 year old” cowboy a great
mount. He lopes a nice circle, picks up his leads, listens to your hands and watches a cow! Dad is happy to be back and if he can keep
finding “John’s” he’ll be back for years to come. We feel that alone should tell you; you had better not pass him up yourself.

Lot
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SHORTY

JU N ZOOM

5-year-old bay gelding | 15.3 HH
Shazoom

Takin On The Cash
Keep On Shining

Mexican Secret

Jody O Toole
Runaway Secret

SIRE

{ SECRET ZOOM

DAM

{

Peppy Badge Olena
OKS DAKOTA BADGER Pamela Jujos Joy
Dakota Doc Mose
Wawopa Super Good
Wakopa Super Three
JU N Badge

Consigned by Alistair & Erin
Shorty affectionately named because he has never been small!
We bought Shorty as a baby from the Barrels of Cash sale from
our friends the Bridgeman family (Kevin, Julie and Justin).
He is by their premier running bred stallion “Secret Zoom”
and one look at Shorty’s pedigree and you’ll see he is a true run on cow cross. This dude is big, strong and can flat ass fly; either in the
barrel patch or out on the range. Erin has been hauling Shorty to jackpots all summer and will be running him in the Barrels of Cash
barrel futurity the day before the sale. Shorty is a nicely started barrel horse, he is putting fast runs together and Erin truly feels will be a
winner in the barrel pen for years to come if someone continues on with the work she has put into him. If it’s a big free moving, ground
covering; go all day ranch horse you are looking for? That’s Shorty too! One day while roping yearling bulls to castrate them I ran one
through trying to head him, when the smoke cleared I had two feet and Shorty just drug him to the crew like a calf at a branding! I guess
sometimes size does matter? Everywhere we go people tell us the horses are just too small these days, that there are no big horses left.
Well not only is Shorty damn near 16 hands but he is also an athlete and just plain fun to ride. Like the old saying “If a good little horse is
good then a good big horse is better”. Shorty exemplifies all of the good things about a big horse; he is smooth moving, ground covering,
fast and strong. Shorty is also CBHI and Western Fortunes enrolled so not only is he a horse you can take home and run barrels on but
also one that will keep winning you bonus cheques for years to come. Barrel horse/ranch horse combo with his whole life ahead of him.
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Lot

5

ANGUS
GRADE

9-year-old black gelding | 15.1 HH
Consigned by Alistair & Erin
Angus is our first attempt at the “mountain” horse market.
Named for the Hero’s Shire horse in the “Disney movie Brave”;
Angus is as full of character as he is feed (and he is an easy
keeper). The kids tell me it’s not fair to call him fat but we’ll
just say it would hurt more than most horses if he stood on your foot! He is safe as they come, strong as they get and black with a white
face. These qualities alone make him a rare find. We pride ourselves in treating each horse as the individual they are and giving them
each the jobs that best suits their individual qualities. Angus is our “linebacker” and so has taken on the jobs that suit him; be it gathering
horses, ponying colts, branding etc, any jobs that utilize his laid back nature and raw strength. When ponying colts across the field not
only is he strong enough to take the pulling but also steady and calm enough out and about to help the colts relax as well. In the branding
pen Angus is quiet in the heard and extremely strong on the horn. Angus is a very nice trail horse, stout but not too tall, easy to hit
the stirrup on, brave and alert, comfortable in the herd, keeps up at a walk and trot and simply will not break down (we also have him
trained to the mounting block). If you are looking for a strong, quiet, flashy gelding that will last you for years or just that one horse in
your pasture who adds some comical relief to your day; come meet Angus.
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This year we are proud to offer two 2 year old geldings; both geldings were started by Justiin Bridgeman and have 35 rides on them. These
2 young geldings are both the result of a proven cross as both have full siblings that are finished barrel horses. They also have big money
incentives tied to them for the rest of their lives aswell.( www.canadianbarrelincentive.com , www.westernfortunes.com and $5,000
Hagan Incentive program.)

Lot

6

LYNX

HAGANS JET FLING

2-year-old palomino colt gelding
A Streak of Fling

Streakin Six
Moon Fling

Winnsboro

Merridoc
Woodsboro

SIRE

{ BF STREAKIN MERRIDOC
Perrins Tivio Doc

DAM

{ BAILEYS TINY CHARGER
Pacs Alibi

Blynx
Perrin’s Two Jack
Pac It Easy
Steamed Up Lady

Consigned by Alistair & Erin
This outstanding yellow gelding represents a cross that works,
he is by Merri and out of “Bailey” a yellow mare we rode for
years. Lynx is a full brother to (Joy Kent-Bamber 6 year old
yellow gelding “Ruger” a finished 1D barrel horse, Erin’s 4 year
old Futurity prospect “Stinker” as well as Julie Leggett’s 3 year old buckskin gelding “Whiskey”). Erin says that
“Stinker is her favorite Merri baby to date, maybe her favorite horse she has ever worked with”. Julie Leggett says;
“I absolutely love my 3 year old “Whiskey”; I have so much hope for him in the next few years. I can’t believe how
far along he is for as young as he is. Whiskey just moves so nice and smooth and is so smart. Honestly Whiskey
has the sweetest disposition of any horse I ve ever been around.” Literally every colt this mare has ever had (all by
Merri) has been ridden and loved by their owners & trainers. For a program as young as ours this is a fact we are
very proud of and we are proud to offer this correct, flashy gelding for sale. He is CBHI, Western Fortunes and
Hagan $5,000 incentive enrolled.

Lot
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“Ruger”

ARNIE

HAGANS SHADOW FLING
2-year-old black colt gelding

A Streak of Fling

Streakin Six
Moon Fling

Winnsboro

Merridoc
Woodsboro

SIRE

{ BF STREAKIN MERRIDOC
Kits Moon Shadow

DAM

{ KITS DASHING VAL
Sinsa

Moon Lark
Kitsoease
Dashing Val
Sinsa Shanal

Consigned by Alistair & Erin
This black gelding also represents a cross that works. His
mother’s first foal by Merri was selected by Erin’s mentor
multiple NFR qualifier and horse trainer Judy Myllymaki.
“Sister” now a 7 year old finished 1D money earning barrel
horse. He like all of his siblings will be big and docile. He is a little laid back but very
trainable. Horse business is a gamble. Here’s a chance to place your bet; why not bet on
a young gelding, already started, already enrolled in the 2 biggest incentive programs in
Canada and out of cross that works on high level. He is also CBHI, Western Fortunes and
Hagans $5,000 incentive enrolled.
“Sister”
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Lot

8

BISCUIT

LITTLE PINE FLIT BAR

10-year-old palomino gelding | 15 HH
Docs Oaks Sugar

Doc’s Oak
Miss Sugar Bingo

PC Chainy Frost

Sun Frost
John’s Blacky

SIRE

{ PC CHAINY OAKS
Firewater On Ice

DAM

{ HK I FLIT AWAY

IMA Lightning Streak

Fire Water Flit
Chicago Bug
Lasaber Streak
Laughing Muscles

Consigned by Thomas & Felicity

A beautiful, kind, athletic, yellow palomino ranch gelding
named Biscuit. This horse has seen every inch of our ranch
this summer, rotating, treating and checking cattle. Riding by
myself most of the time, I need to have a horse under me that
is safe and can get the job done. Crossing bridges, riding through bush, wadding into dugouts, navigating over deadfall and
seeing all kinds of wildlife along the trail is a typical day around this ranch. Biscuit has a good neck rein and lots of feel, he trots or lopes
off nice and is easy to go for big rides on. I have treated more cattle on Biscuit this year than Oscar because being 15hh he is a little better
suited to handle bigger cattle. We had a fair bit of pinkeye this summer and he helped me keep on top of it. As I said I do a lot of my
riding by myself so I was able to rope a cow, tie off and treat alone. Biscuit is really good at running one down in the pasture and could
have a big future as a head horse. This horse does have one hole and that is that he doesn’t like cattle behind him or to be in the middle
of a big herd. He is manageable in these situations, he just gets a little anxious. That being said, I have been in the branding pens this
summer on him and he did great and drug a lot of calves to the fire. I ended the winter roping at our local indoor arena and started
summer in an outdoor pen down the road. Biscuit has seen the heel-o-matic and the heading box, but just enough for me to know he has
a ton of potential. My wife took this horse for a couple of barrel nights the girls have in the winter and really enjoyed him. He is
very broke and has a lot of rate. Biscuit is ready to go in any direction. He has seen and done a little of everything and put on many miles
ranching. Setting up temporary fence, dragging mineral tubs, going to brandings, treating cattle and so much more. I can’t stress enough
the talent and ability this horse has. He really has been a pleasure and has a very kind and gentle demeanour. If Biscuit sounds like the
horse for you, please check out his video. It really says a lot more about him and his experiences than I can!
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Lot

9

JR

GRADE

10-year-old bay gelding | 14.3 HH
Consigned by Alistair & Erin
Everyone loves; Buckskins and Grays but the west was one on
a black footed BAY. JR is custom built to order for our sale;
10 years old, just 15 hands, good looking gelding with a good
wither, pretty head and easy to hit the stirrup on. Sometimes
you just don’t know when you are going to come across one of those great horses and JR was that “just come across one day” horse. We
were at a rodeo and spotted him just hanging out riding around through the parked trailers and in and out of the arena. I couldn’t help
but go and talk to his owner; he was there to sell. Needless to say JR came home with us from the rodeo and the rest is history. We have
enjoyed having this gelding around and like we ve done so many times before we introduced a trail horse to the ranch life.

Lot
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APOLLO

TOPPA HICKORY

10-year-old black gelding | 15.1 HH
High Brow Hickory

Doc’s Hickory
Grulla San

Rose O Lena Dancer

Rose O’Lena

Moons Star Trek

Top Moon
Three Chick Rose
The Boston Celtic
Sallie Bar’s

SIRE

{ HIGH BROW SAN PEPPY Mr San Dancer

DAM

{ RR TOP MAC

Bostons April Dawn

Consigned by Alistair & Erin
This handsome dude was obviously named for the “champ”
in the family favourite “Rocky” movies! Apollo is my kind of
horse, absolutely full of ability, run and try with no desire to
hurt anyone. Trust me when I say you will not find the bottom
to this gelding, he is tough! He can really walk and cover the miles, will follow a cow anywhere through anything. People tell us it’s hard
to find real ranch horses now a days, well here he is. Go to a branding and work all day on one horse or need one for a quick job, one you
can just unload pull the cinches into and run a cow down without any warm up? Apollo is your man! I calved heifers on him all spring;
riding him through ice cold water over dead trees, nothing fazes him; He would literally just push them along at a walk with his chest.
First day of take in this spring we had a wildy get loose and we had to run him down flat across the open and as soon as we got him
caught he took Apollo on! Not a problem, the list just goes on. Hell the first 2 times he was ever roped on were both 2 year old simmental
bulls, sounds silly but I simply knew he could handle the task. Apollo is a ranch horse but is also a nicely started head horse; I’ve hauled
him to a couple jackpots and he would make an outstanding winter project. He runs hard to cattle, is strong across the pen and very
natural on the face. I say it every year about a horse or two but I am excited to see where this horse goes in life! What does the future look
like for Apollo; personal ranch horse, Pick up horse, hazing horse or big time Rodeo head horse, maybe the World Series instead? One
thing is for sure: geldings like this are harder to find all the time and someone is going to be happy for years to come after the sale.
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Our Thanks

We are very proud of the fact that we buy so many horses locally. Thank you to all of theses local breeders , our friends, who produce
theses outstanding and talented horses. It is our hope that you are as proud of them as we are and it is our pleasure to work with you time
and time again. Thank you to all of our previous buyers who have made our sales successful and continue to inspire us to keep doing what
we do, turn out great ranch horses. We can not say it enough, we love to hear about how the horses are fitting into their new homes. We are
only a phone call away or better yet the coffee is always on. A HUGE shout out and thank you to all of our friends and family who not only
help us behind the scenes at sale time but also on the ranch year round. Without you we would not be able to do all that we do.

Joe Wright

Jay Ahntholz

Brian Collier

Kirk Thompson

Cory & Sharlene Scott

2 0 1 7 BU Y E R S - Sale Average $10,444
Tanya Brouwers / Stephen Johnston / Todd McLean / Gail Johnson
Murray Palmer / Rosemary Odermalt / Troy Ferris / Dallas Spencer
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CHOPPER K / Dallas and Carrie Spencer
Last year my wife and I were looking for a real good ranch horse, and after watching the Hagan
video’s posted we could not resist going to their sale. After previewing the horses and seeing them
in the barn before the sale we made our picks. We bought Chopper K and haven’t had a bit of buyer
remorse. He quickly become my go to horse. He can do any job on the ranch, go on a trail ride, and
after a few weeks he can even do a sweet barrel pattern. He is one of the best horses we have owned.
He is great with our kids and after months of being off he can still be used liked you never put him
away. We would not be scared to buy another horse from the Hagan family.

DARTANIAN / Rosemary Odermalt
I just wanted to update you on Dartanian. I was a little worried buying a horse sight unseen but
Dartanian is exactly as you described. He is willing, talented and honest. He is super on the ground,
trailering, going to new places, the vet and farrier are big fans. He is soft in the face and calm yet
ready and responsive. He is a beautiful ride and a super personable horse. I’ve never had a horse
this smooth and fun. I also worried about how he would adjust from steady ranch work to life with
a lady in her 60’s. He’s been an absolute gem. Thanks Erin for your time talking on the phone and
putting us together. I couldn’t be happier.

SARGENT / Troy Farris
I was fortunate enough to acquire Sargent in the 2017 sale. Since then he has proven to be a great
horse on cows! His manners on the ground are wonderful, specifically around children. In the arena
his performance has been good, very strong on the cow. Sargent is calm, relaxed and very easy to
maintain. The integration with our other horses went well. Overall we have been very pleased with
Sargent and the Hagan Family were wonderful to deal with throughout the sale process!

PIERCE / Murray and Mavis Palmer
Prior to sale date we’d viewed the sales’ videos of all the horses several times. Then came discussions
with the Hagan’s and we narrowed our prospects to 3 geldings. Pierce stood out with his grill colour
and calmness. After watching him at the preview, it was clear he was our number one choice. We
needed an all around “using” horse, sensible and safe. Pierce is all that and more. He’s at home in
the branding corral, on big gathers, and on pleasure rides. He gets noticed wherever we go, for all
the right reasons.

LAWERENCE & JAZZ / Tanya Brouwers
Working with the Hagan’s to find our dream horses was an absolute pleasure from start to finish.
Everything from answering our questions about the sale horses, to helping with the remote
purchase and assisting in the transport was handled expertly. Most importantly, our horses are
everything they were advertised to be. We’ve had beginners to experts on them and everyone
has managed to look like a star as they’ve tackled everything from ranch work, roping and team
penning. I would recommend the Hagan’s to anyone looking to get a great horse and a great
experience.

